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Startup.com

This superbly entertaining film by Chris
Hegedus and Jehane Noujaim is one
of the snappiest, most inventive, and
relevant documentary of the
informative Genre. Anyone interested
in an insider's look at the rise-and-
fall of an Internet company is
directed to this portrait of a small
group of ambitious entrepreneurs
trying to hit the jackpot before
they're 30 years old.



Catch Me If You Can

When you hear “Catch Me If You Can” you picture the
successful artist Frank Abagnale (Leonardo DiCaprio)
deceptively charming anyone with his mastery skill. Based on a
true story, Catch me if You Can is a classic film that
exemplifies the entrepreneurial journey. It touches upon
important themes like creative problem solving, turning
something good out of a bad situation.



The Founder

The movie tells the story of Ray Kroc, a man who
transformed a fast food into the biggest restaurant business
in the world: McDonald’s mixing ambition, tenacity, and
harshness.



Wall Street

A young broker is the informant of a great venturer. They do
many highly profitable maneuvers, until the latter wrecks the
father’s airline of the former. The clash between the two is
inevitable.



The Social Network

Directed by David Fincher, The Social Network tells the story
of a student from Harward who invented Facebook: Mark
Zuckerberg, company.



SmoKings

The Messina brothers are Yesmoke, a little tobacco company in Turin, Italy. Originally,
Yesmoke was an online store for cheap cigarettes, selling mainly Philip Morris, when
sales augmented "Big Tobacco"obligated them to shut their website down. As a result,
the two brothers decided to build their own cigarette company.



I Can Quit Whenever I 
Want

Pietro Zinni, a brilliant neurobiologist, loses his job at the university because of the
financial crisis. Pietro assembles a team of ex-researchers: A chemist, a cultural
anthropologist, an economist, an archaeologist, and two Latin scholars and
constitute a little-known smart drug. The team is not prepared to such sudden wealth.



Thanks for watching
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